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Hasco celebrates
40 years in business
Hasco is celebrating 4 decades of supplying to the
galvanizing industry and is as strong as ever after all this
time. The company was founded in 1971 by Mr Harrison
and Mr Scott and taken over by Wedge Group Galvanizing
in 1984. Hasco have supplied to 33 countries worldwide
in their extensive history and over 90% of its business

furnace installed by Hasco
A recent Hasco installations and the first ever

in its anniversary year will be for the export market.
‘The key to our success is our penetration into different
markets‘ says Angela Curtis, Managing Director of Hasco,
‘we continue to add to our portfolio of countries supplied,
more recently Russia, India, Saudi and the US’

in September 1971!

New Technology doesn’t
have to Halt Production! Head of Hasco Services
clocks up 21 years
There is the common
misconception that
using a PLC operating
system means that if
the technology fails,
production has to come
to a standstill. This is
not the case in a Hasco
system. Our furnaces are
specifically designed so
that if there is a problem
with the PLC, the burners
can be run manually and
production can continue.
‘We get a lot of people
saying that PLC systems
and profibus networks are
not suitable for galvanizing
plants but this level of

technology is available to
everyone and can provide
a wealth of information
without having to interfere
with normal production.’
And Hasco have already
gained much experience
using profibus data
communication systems
and Siemens PLCs.

Jason Walters, who
manages Hasco’s
production and on-site
installations and is
responsible for the
team of Hasco
engineers and
contractors, has
reached a very
significant milestone.
With over 21
years experience
working within
the Galvanizing
industry, Jason has
developed into a
very important member
of the team.
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Haihua promoted to Design Engineer

Haihua joined Hasco from
a combustion burner
manufacturer in 2009
and in the short time
he has been with us,
has certainly proved his
mettle. Haihua attained a

Installation of extension piece to increase depth of furnace

Get more out of your
Existing Furnace
In the current economic
climate, many companies
are looking to make the
most out of their existing
equipment rather than
invest in new. This is
why Hasco have recently

undertaken a number of
jobs designed specifically
to modify existing furnaces
in order to increase kettle
sizes or by installing
more or larger burners to
increase capacity.

BEng Degree in Chemical
Engineering Equipment &
Machinery from Zhejiang
University, Hangzhou in
China and also holds an
MSc Degree in Process
Systems Engineering and
Informatics from Leeds
University. Haihua has
gained comprehensive
skills in using CAD
packages and producing
Engineering drawings and
specifications and he has
already made significant
contribution towards the
success of recent projects.

Hasco takes on
Trainee Engineer
In a time of great
uncertainty, Hasco has
bucked the trend and taken
on an apprentice, Michael
Simms, to assist with the
successful growth of the
company. ‘Even though the
outlook isn’t clear, we are
still investing in our

future and I am delighted
to be able to give a young
engineer the chance to
develop and grow with our
business.
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